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209.—J. V. Uspensky, Introduction to Mathematical Probability, 1937.

On page 407, Table of the Probability Integral
for <t>(z) = .499997 read .500000

Charles T. Johnson
5852 Adelaide Avenue
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UNPUBLISHED MATHEMATICAL TABLES

In this issue an Unpublished Manuscript Table is referred to in RMT

990.

144[F].—A. Gloden & J. Bonneau, Factorization of N* + 1 for isolated
values of N betweer 30000 and 40000. One page typewritten manuscript.

Deposited in UMT File.

The table contains 88 factorizations, all complete. No primes are given.

[For previous tables of this kind see MTAC, v. 2, p. 211, 252, 300; v. 3,
p. 21, 118-119, 486; v. 4, p. 24; v. 5, p. 133-134.]

145[D, F].—D. H. Lehmer, Table of Cyclotomic Cosines. Ten manuscript

pages tabulated from punched cards. On deposit in the UMT File.

Also available on punched cards.

The table gives 20D values of

2cos2ttV£   for    k = 1(1)(/> - l)/2

for every odd prime p < 100. There are 517 values in all. Thus the table

gives twice the real parts of the p-th roots of unity.

146[F, L].—D. H. Lehmer, Table of Kloosterman Sums. Twenty manuscript

pages tabulated from punched cards. On deposit in the UMT File.

Also available on punched cards.

The table gives 19D values of

Sp (k) = £ exp {2iri(kn + ñ)/p)     (nñ = l(mod£))
n=l

for k = l(l)p — 1 and for every odd prime p < 100. The table was com-

puted from UMT 145, and contains 1034 entries. These sums appear in

Fourier coefficients of many elliptic modular functions.

AUTOMATIC COMPUTING MACHINERY

Edited by the Staff of the Machine Development Laboratory of the National Bureau

of Standards. Correspondence regarding the Section should be directed to Dr. E. W.

Cannon, 415 South Building, National Bureau of Standards, Washington 25, D. C.

Technical Developments

THE SERIAL-MEMORY DIGITAL  DIFFERENTIAL ANALYZER

Introduction. In January, 1950, the first model of a digital differential

analyzer became a working reality. This machine was entirely contained
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in a volume of 5J cubic feet. The compactness, simplicity of construction,

and digital accuracy of this computer by far overshadowed any differential

analyzer built prior to this time.

This first machine possessed 22 integrators, each of 22 binary digit

capacity.

The key to the practicality of this relatively midget computer is its

serial memory which enables one network of computing circuitry, which

operates on one binary digit at a time, to be shared for all computations.

This computing center consists of 44 vacuum tubes and 700 diodes.

Although any type of serial memory can be used for this type of machine,

the most practical memory to date is a magnetic drum because of its com-

pactness and reliability.

It is the purpose of this paper to give a brief explanation of the logical

embodiment of this type of computer and a description of some of the

machines most recently designed.

General Description. The Digital Differential Analyzer can be consid-

ered in four basic sections: The control unit, the memory, the computing

center, and the power supply.

The control unit provides for filling the memory with information,

starting and stopping computation and for displaying memory information

by means of a readout indicator. This unit also controls power. The unit

can be built as a part of the computer or it can be provided as a separate

unit for remote operation.

The memory is a rotating drum coated with a black magnetic oxide.

With the exception of a permanently recorded clock channel, all memory

channels are dynamically recorded between a read and a record head covering

a sector of the drum. Appropriate amplifiers and shapers are associated

with the read and record heads to develop proper signals.

Since the computer is a serial device, information, as it is read from

the memory, passes through the computing center a pulse (binary digit)

at a time. Here it is altered as demanded by the calculations performed and

then re-recorded in the memory. The computing center is a maze of gates,

inverters and flip-flops which are closely interrelated so that all computation

is performed in synchronism with the memory clock.

Integrators. This computer, like all differential analyzers, is made up of

fundamental integrating units, known as integrators. An individual inte-

grator accepts two streams of digital information as a series of input pulses

and releases, as an output, pulses related to the inputs by integration. Since

the inputs and outputs of integrators are in the same physical form (pulses),

a problem is solved by making proper electrical connections between

integrators.

Consider the two registers and additive-subtractive transfer arrange-

ment shown in figure 1. This is in essence a digital integrator in which

the dy and ¿x.of the integrator are represented by pulse rates. Likewise

the output of the integrator, dz, is in the same form. If Y is added to

R every time a pulse occurs on the dx line and Y is created by accumu-

lating dy increments, this device operates such that the pulse rate out

dz ( C dy    \dx dx dy
-r = K\  I — dtj— = KY'-r: where -r- is the rate of pulses accumulated
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dx
in F and -jr is the rate of Y to R addition. K is dependent on the number

system used and the numerical capacity of R. [For more details see MTA C,

v. 6, p. 41-49.]
The Memory. Recirculation or delay-type channels are used in this type

of computer for the entire memory. A permanently recorded clock channel,

which is closed upon itself around the drum, is used for synchronism through-

out the computer and memory. (All reading and recording of memory

signals and computer operations are kept in step by pulse times defined by

these clock signals.)

Each incoming signal from the computer unit to the memory is first

amplified and clipped in an amplifier whose plate is clamped to allow a

limited swing. This insures that signals of uniform amplitude and wave-

form are applied to the grids of the recorder tubes. The "non-return-to-zero"

method of recording is employed, whereby a record head is used to reverse

a saturation pattern previously laid down by an erase head.

Fig. 1. Transfer device which performs digital integration.

The recorded pattern is picked up by the playback head after an appro-

priate delay represented by the fraction of a revolution between the record

and playback heads. After detection, the signal is amplified and sent to the

computer section. Here it is put into a phase inverter which gives two

amplified outputs, both similar to the input signal but opposite in phase.

Since the detected signal from a magnetic memory is the derivative of what

was recorded, a positive pulse represents a change of 0 to 1 and a negative

pulse from 1 to 0. The negative pulses from the two voltage sources of the

phase inverter correspond now to these two memory changes. By passing

the phase inverter signals through clippers arranged to pass only negative

signals, the signals which denote changes of memory content are indicated

by well-defined negative pulses. These pulses are then put unto the appro-

priate grids of a flip-flop (primary memory flip-flop) and the memory infor-

mation is reconstructed in the same "non-return to zero" waveform which was

originally recorded. Because of the "record-detect-reconstruct" process just

described, there is no guarantee that the memory waveform will agree with
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the clock-defined pulse times. To eliminate any relative jitter that may be

present, the primary memory flip-flop gates clock synchronized signals to a

second memory flip-flop which reconstructs the original recorded signal,

delayed by a specific number of clock pulses.

The registers used in the transfer system described in the example of

digital integration are all segments of the magnetic drum memory. Elec-

tronic circuitry needed is thus reduced to a minimum, since the same circuits

of the computing section are employed for all registers on a time-sharing

basis. The R & Y numbers are recorded on R and Y channels respectively.

These channels are divided so that appropriate capacity is allotted to any

one set of registers.

The indexing of these registers, recorded sequentially in the memory,

is performed by means of counters. Assume the computer under discussion

is to represent m integrators (m Y registers and mR registers), each of which

has n pulses (binary digits) of capacity. By the count in an electronic

counter of capacity «, any specific pulse under consideration, of a particular

register, is then located in time. The individual registers are similarly

accounted for in a counter of capacity m, which keeps track of the inte-

grators. It can be seen that the memory capacity is m X n pulses, which is

the factor determining the spacing between read and record heads.

Interconnections between integrators are made by using a third channel

on the drum; this is called the Z or precessing line. The Z channel is used

to store the dz output pulses of the integrators as they pass through the

computing center. This is accomplished by recording the overflows of the R

registers which occur at the P«, or last pulse time, of an integrator.

The Z line is much shorter than the other memory channels, its length

being relative to the number of pulses in one integrator time. By making

the delay of this line one pulse time longer or shorter than the number of

pulses of one integrator, the pattern recorded will shift by one pulse for each

successive integrator time, allowing the recording of new overflows to take

the place of obsolete dz information. As long as there are more pulse posi-

tions in the Z line than there are integrators, all integrator outputs can be

stored in the Z channel and will be available to all integrators.

Corresponding to the R and Y channels there are two address channels

Dx and Dy. Proper coding of these channels enables the associated inte-

grator to receive dx and dy information from other integrators. This is done

by coincidence circuits. Since the length of the Z line and the timing and

ordering of the information supplied to it are known, the time that specific

dz information is available for pickup by a given integrator can be predicted.

By placing a pulse in the proper position of an address channel, Dx or Dy,

desired overflow information or dz outputs of any integrator contained in

the Z channel, are available for the digital transfer process as defined by

dx and dy inputs of one of the integrators.

The nature of the machine prevents the direct coding of more than one

dx pickup for any one integrator; however, more than one dy pickup is

possible as long as the number of dy's used for any one integrator does not

exceed the capacity designed into the dy section of the computer.

Block Diagram of Computer Operations. The block diagram of figure 2
illustrates an abbreviated serial-memory (magnetic drum) digital differ-

ential analyzer, during the computing operation.
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Consider first the Z channel: the information in this channel is re-

recorded through gate Gl, except at Pn time when this gate closes to block

off old information and pass a new overflow from the R + F adder through

gates G2 and G3. This G2-G3 system gates an overflow, provided one occurs,

with the exception of Pn of word WÍ, at which time G3 is blocked and an arti-

ficial overflow corresponding to WÍ is automatically recorded through G2 into

the memory. In this manner a constant pulse rate dz/dt, which is the rate
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Fig. 3. Precession line for machine of 5 integrators of 5 pulse layers each.

of the independent variable, is generated. The Z information also enters a

dy decoder where the Y pickup code extracts the proper pulses from the

Z line and accumulates the proper dy increments. This information is then

available, as a 2 dy signal, to the Y portion of an integrator. Timing is such

that the proper "connections" reach the right integrators.

The question now arises as to the manner in which the Z information is

recorded to distinguish sign. Instead of a plus-zero-minus system, which

would be impossible to record in a binary fashion in only one channel, a
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plus-minus system is used which has the zero rate biased as alternate ones

and zeros (i.e. if a given integrator has successive outputs of 1-0-1-0, etc.,

its output dz rate is equivalent to zero). This means that any pulse rate

from the Z line (representing the continuous outputs of a particular inte-

grator) that has a time average of more ones (recorded overflow) than zeros

(absence of a recorded overflow) is positive, while the opposite (more zeros

than ones) is a negative rate. The mechanics of this system as it is used in

the dy decoder will be explained in a discussion of the number system.

Corresponding to the dy decoder is a dx decoder where the Dx code

enables an examination of the Z line to take place, resulting in a signal

corresponding to the dz information held in the pulse position of the line

being inspected. A dx (+) signal as an output from the decoder corresponds

to a one in Z while dx ( — ) corresponds to a zero. The dx (+) signal controls

the addition of F to R while dx ( — ) controls subtraction of Y from R.

The address lines never change content during computation and recir-

culate as shown. These channels are used only to time proper Z line inspec-

tion in the decoding sections for integrator interconnections.

The first pulse in the F section of an integrator, called the start pulse,

is a marker which determines the size of the F number which will be con-

tained in the following portion of the F number. This pulse is detected by

the S flip-flop, which remains in the on state for the rest of the integrator

time, turning off at Pn. The numerical portion of Y is added to 2 dy in

the F -f- 2 dy adder resulting in a new Y value, denoted as F*. This addition

is controlled by the 5 signal as indicated. Ky is a delay flip-flop holding the
carry from one binary digit to the next.

Gate G4 passes Y back to the memory as long as the 5 flip-flop is off.

Since the first pulse occurring in F is the start pulse, this is the only infor-

mation other than zero passed by G4 and it is thus held unchanged in the

F memory during computation. Gate G5 passes the new Y, (Y*), into the

F channel of the memory when 5 is on. The Y channel then always holds

the start pulse and the current Y + 2 dy sum of the integrators being

used in computation. The integrators not used are left blank and recirculate

zeros through G4.
The R + Y* adder operates in the same manner as the F + 2 dy adder.

It has inputs of R, Y*, and a carry delay flip-flop Kr. However it does not

have to be controlled by 5 since the start pulse is eliminated from Y* in

the F + 2 dy adder. Since dx controls the addition of Y* to R, to the

extent that F may either be added or subtracted, special precaution must

be taken. This is accomplished by gates G6 and G7. If the output of the

dx decoder signifies addition, the dx (+) signal opens G6 and allows Y* to

be added to R; on the other hand if the dx ( — ) signal is present, G7 is open

and the output of a complementing circuit is added to R (this is the same

as subtracting Y* from R).

The output of the R + F* adder is denoted by R*. As previously

explained, the overflow pulse of R + Y* = R* is the output of the adder

at Pn; this is gated into the Z precession loop through G3.

As was the case for the start pulse of the Y channel, the information

recorded in R at Pn must remain unchanged from one memory cycle to

the next. This effect is accomplished by G9 and G10. The pulse position
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Pn in R is occupied by what is known as a "sign-reversal pulse." A one in

this pulse position reverses the sign of the dz output. This operation can be

explained as follows: if this pulse position stores a zero a certain pattern

of ones and zeros as successive overflows will occur from the R + F* adder

for a specific integrator.

Consider now the same conditions as above except with a permanent

one existing in Pn of R. The overflow pattern results in an extra one added

to the sum at each Pw time, thus resulting in the ones and zeros of the sum

at this particular pulse time being interchanged, which is a reversal of sign

of the output rate.
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Fig. 4.

Y Number System. The contents of F are shown in figure 4. The first

pulse of Y, Pi, is the first possible start pulse. The remainder of F, to P„-i,

represents the corresponding numerical content of Y. In the case where

the start pulse is at Plt P2 to P„_i is numerical information. P„ is always

blank, for this corresponds to the overflow pulse of R. Pn-i is the sign pulse;

a one in this pulse position denotes a positive number, while a zero denotes

a negative number. The number system, with the example of the start pulse

contained in P1( is shown in figure 4b. This arrangement allows a Y number
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capacity of ±(2"~3 — 1). In general the capacity of F is ±(2n~2-i — 1)

where the start-pulse is placed in Pt. Different arrangements of start-pulse

positions are illustrated in figure 4.

The dy decoder can be considered as a counter which adds the dz over-

flow pulses in the Z line coincident with the dy code channel pulses and

subtracts pulses whenever a dy code pulse is coincident with no dz pulse.

Thus at the end of such an accumulation the counter holds the algebraic

sum of the l's and — l's. When this sum (called 2 dy) is sent to the F + 2 dy

adder, the transfer is done in a serial manner. This transfer is accomplished

by a continuous stepping of the counter contents from the first stage Y\,

the signal of the "on plate" of this flip-flop being passed into the adder

circuit. The 2 dy number system and read-out are shown in figure 5 for a
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Fig. 5. 2 dy register.

computer of 3-stage accuracy. It is the size of this counter-register which

determines the dy pickup capacity of a given design. It is obvious at this

point that the accumulation and stepping cannot be performed simulta-

neously. For this reason two units are used for this overall operation. The

2 dy accumulation takes place in one unit, the 2 dy counter, an integrator

time before it is used. It is then transferred into a stepping unit, the 2 dy

register, at the beginning of the next integrator time, and finally stepped

into the adder circuit. Figure 6 illustrates the addition of 2 dy + Y.

The Precession Line. To illustrate the operation of the precession line,

figure 3 shows a line one pulse time longer than an integrator for a hypo-

thetical machine of 5 integrators, each of 5-pulse capacity. The information

Y=i- I
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Fig. 6. Addition (7+ S dy).
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at the read and record heads is always the same, except when a new overflow

is recorded at the time the new information is introduced to the Z line at

the read head. The line is originally clear at the start of computation,

picking up its first bit of information at the overflow time of Jj, (P&Ii).

This overflow 1 progresses in the line until at P¡I2 it is at position 5 ; at this

time 2 is being recorded at the record head. The process builds up until

at P¡Ji all five overflows are recorded. At PJ.\ (second cycle) a new 1 is

recorded replacing the old 1, "shaded position" in actual use. At Pd2 the

old 1 is replaced by a new 2 which makes the old 2 obsolete. This process

continues, making all previous overflow information available to integrators

immediately following. The pattern of the Z line can now be defined for

any pulse of any integrator. At PJk the information occurring at the read

head is the last output of integrator 4 — i + k. The precession lines used

in larger computers are essentially elaborations of this simple example.

Filling and Controls. The discussion of the serial-memory digital differ-

ential analyzer has been limited to the computing operation. Memory filling

operations are closely related to those of computation in that some of the

circuitry of the computer is used for filling.

The essential controls for filling are: channel erasing, channel selection,

integrator selection and control of information filled. The erasing control

is built into the memory circuitry and consists of a controlled recording,

by means of clear switches, of zeros in a channel. The channel selection

is accomplished by a switch that controls the logical circuitry at the record

end of the computing section. An integrator selector is wired into the

integrator counter and matrix in such a manner that a signal is generated

corresponding to the integrator time set by this selector. Information is

filled into the chosen integrator and channel by keys corresponding to

the binary digits, 1 and 0. These keys fill a corresponding one or zero into

successive pulse positions Pi to P„.

The method of filling successive pulse positions is quite simple and

makes use of the Z line. When the machine is idling (neither computing

nor filling) all memory channels recirculate, including the precession (Z)

line. Before filling, a marker pulse must be placed in the Z line by the

operator. This pulse serves as a reference for the pulse position to be filled.

When one of the filling buttons is pressed, a circuit, operated by the coinci-

dence of the fill button, integrator selector signal and marker pulse, fills

a pulse time in the selected channel with a 1 or 0 corresponding to the button

pushed. The marker pulse then shifts by one pulse and is ready for the

next digit to be filled. The stepping is done by allowing the Z line to precess

once during filling operations at the word time coincident with filling.

CRC 105 Decimal Digital Differential Analyzer. The DDDA (more
commonly known as D3A) is the first decimal machine of this type to be

designed. The coded-decimal system makes the simple design features of

its predecessors applicable and in many instances introduces simplification-

This computer will have 60 integrators, each of six-decimal place capacity,

plus a position for indication of sign.

External inputs to the DDDA will be stored in the precession line, and

unnecessary coding will be eliminated thereby. The inputs will be picked

up in the same manner as integrator outputs. Typewriter output on this
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machine will allow the contents of up to 12 integrators to be typed out at

an interval computed by the machine. This typewriter will eliminate much

of the need for auxiliary equipment such as graph plotters, etc.

The computer will be able internally to limit the maximum and minimum

of functions, which is of great advantage in dealing with non-linearities

occurring in electronics and servo problems.

Means of storage of initial conditions during computation will eliminate

the tedious refilling ordinarily necessary in repetitive problems, where

families of solutions or experimental solutions are made.

The serial-memory digital differential analyzer was co-invented by

D. E. Eckdahl, R. E. Sprague, H. H. Sarkissian, C. L. Isborn, A. E.
Wolfe, W. F. Collison, and F. G. Steele.

John F. Donan
Computer Research Corporation

Hawthorne, California

Discussions

The Adventures of a Blunder

Those who regularly code for fast electronic computers will have learned

from bitter experience that a large fraction of the time spent in preparing

calculations for the machine is taken up in removing the blunders that have

been made in drawing up the programme. With the aid of common sense

and checking subroutines the majority of mistakes are quickly found and

rectified. Some errors, however, are sufficiently obscure to escape detection

for a surprisingly long time. The blunder which is the excuse for this note

falls in this class and to the writers' knowledge was responsible for only

one arithmetical error in its whole career! How many other errors of a

similarly obscure character are still at large in the EDSAC library can only

be conjectured but one at least has been reported to us by Dr. A. VAN

WlJNGAARDEN.

The blunder arose from the misuse of a subroutine for calculating the

square roots of numbers in floating decimal form. Numbers in this form are

expressed as a-10p, where p is an integer. Calculations are carried out

using a "floating decimal accumulator," that is, a pair of storage locations

set aside for holding a number which is being operated on in floating decimal

form. Before being transferred from the floating decimal accumulator to

another part of the store, each number is standardised so that 1 < | a \ < 10.

In the floating decimal accumulator itself, \a\ may lie outside this range

(the representation being not unique). Thus in the multiplication of two

numbers each in standard form, the two numerical parts are multiplied

yielding a number in the range 1 < \a\ < 100, and this is left in the floating

decimal accumulator as it stands. Similarly, addition of two standard

numbers may leave the numerical part anywhere in the range 0 < \a\ < 20,

the exponent being that of the larger component.

A programme was prepared which involved finding the modulus of a

complex number X + i Y. A square root subroutine was used for finding

the square root of the quantity X2 + Y2. This square root subroutine causes

a number held in the floating decimal accumulator in standard form to be

replaced by its square root. However, the requirement that the argument

should be in standard form was overlooked in the preparation of the sub-
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routine. Strangely enough the programme passed lengthy tests successfully

and the blunder was only discovered when the coding of a similar problem

led to the investigation of this particular detail. Further investigations

showed that the chance of the blunder producing an error was indeed

small, about 1 in 256. The explanation is given below.

First it was found that the square root subroutine would, in fact, func-

tion correctly if |a| < 16, or if p was even and \a\ < 160, and it happened

that this restriction was met by nearly every case encountered in the pro-

gramme. The reason for this is as follows. Let the complex number be

X + iY, where X is expressed as x • 109 and Y as y ■ 10r. First, X2 was formed

and transferred to the store, being thus standardised as, say, z-10*, which

could be either x2-102« or (x2/10) • 102s+1. Then Y2 was formed in the floating

decimal accumulator and X2 added to it, and the square root subroutine

was called in. At this stage we can distinguish two cases:

(i) 5 < 2r. The exponent in the floating decimal accumulator is 2r, and

X2 + Y2 appears as (y2 + z-10,_2,)-102r. The exponent is even and the

numerical part does not exceed 110; hence the subroutine works correctly;

(ii) s > 2r. The exponent is s and the numerical part is (y2 • 102r_' + z) 10*.

If s is odd, 5 = 2g + 1 and the numerical part may be as high as 16 only

if q = r, in which case the restriction may be violated. The subroutine

works correctly unless q = r, or x2 + y2 > 160. The likelihood of this

violation can be roughly estimated by assuming a logarithmic probability

distribution of the modulus and a rectangular distribution of the argument.

With this assumption the probability of an error is .0039. The error is thus

rare enough to escape notice in all but exhaustive tests.

R. A. Brooker
S. Gill

D. J. Wheeler
University Mathematical Laboratory

Cambridge, England
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Inc., Cambridge 42, Mass., takes an input voltage varying from 0 to 50

volts, samples it up to 50,000 times a second, and converts the readings to

7-digit binary numbers expressed as pulses on seven output leads.

Analog-digital converter announced by Glenisco, Inc., 2233 Federal

Avenue, Los Angeles 64, Calif., counts shaft rotations in the decimal system

to a least count of 0.1 revolution by means of solenoid actuated quantizers.

R. D. Elbourn
NBS Electronic Computers

3. Stuart R. Brinkley, Jr., "Evaluation of performance factors of fuel-

oxidant mixtures," Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov.

1951, p. 2471-2475.

This paper concerns itself with the solution of equations of condition

for thermodynamic equilibrium in multicomponent gas mixtures. The re-

sulting non-linear simultaneous equations are solved with the help of the

Newton-Raphson method. The calculations were made on the IBM Card-

Programmed Calculator,1 using the general purpose board on which the

author collaborated.

M. Abramowitz
NBSCL

1 Stuart R. Brinkley, Jr., G. L. Wagner, & R. W. Smith, Jr., "General purpose
ten-digit arithmetic on the IBM Card-Programmed Electronic Calculator," Proceedings of
Industrial Computation Seminar. New York, IBM, 1950.

4. H. W. Braugh, W. G. Schlinger & B. H. Sage, "Evaluation of equa-
tion of state constants with digital computers," Industrial and Engi-

neering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov. 1951, p. 2442-2446.

In fitting the Benedict equation of state for the lighter hydrocarbons

to experimental data, a technique of least squares is employed to evaluate

the constants. The equations involved are complicated by a series of expo-

nential terms and are arranged for solution by automatic digital computing

machines. Tabular results for the Benedict equations for propane and

methane, obtained with an IBM Type 604 Calculator, are presented.

NBSCL
J. Wegstein
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5. J. W. Donnell & R. W. Draper, "Absorption calculations by punch

card calculators," Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov.

1951, p. 2449-2453.

A procedure is given to eliminate the trial and error methods in accurate

calculations made to determine the number of absorber trays and amount

of absorber medium necessary to yield a given absorption. The systems of

simultaneous equations obtained from the conditions of material balance

and heat balance are solved by an iteration technique. Starting with pre-

liminary estimates the iteration is carried through a number of cycles until

convergence is obtained. The calculations are made on the IBM 602 Calcu-

lating Punch and are so routinized that no judgment is necessary in the

successive steps of the procedure.

M. Abramowitz
NBSCL

6. R. M. Goodman, "A digital computer timing unit," I.R.E. Proc, v. 39,

Sept. 1951, p. 1051-1054.

The EDVAC, a synchronous serial computer, requires a set of 48 timing

pulses, each of which occurs at a particular pulse time within the 48-pulse

minor cycle. These come from a six-by-eight array of gates. Rows are

governed by the tap points on a six pulse-time delay line which accepts

every sixth clock pulse, and columns are governed by eight flip-flops which

are triggered by the last timing pulse from each column.

R. D. Elbourn
NBS Electronic Computers

7. Gilbert W. King, "Monte Carlo method for solving diffusion problems,"

Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov. 1951, p. 2475-2478.

This article is a brief survey of some problems that have been handled

by the Monte Carlo technique. It is pointed out that it has been customary

but not necessary in solving problems in mathematical physics to formulate

them as differential equations to be solved. Using Monte Carlo methods,

highly realistic models representing very complex problems in classical

physics or chemistry may be handled without going through the abstraction

of the differential equation. The power and simplicity of the Monte Carlo

method, when large scale computing facilities are available, is emphasized,

and illustrations are given for several types of diffusion problems.

J. H. Levin
NBSCL

8. Frederick J. Martin & Morris Yachter, "Calculation of equilibrium
gas compositions," Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov.

1951, p. 2446-2449.

The authors consider a set of non-linear, algebraic equations:

n

ZZ, aqXj = fi(xu x2, •- -, x„), i = 1, 2, • • -, n
»=i
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which we will write

(1) Ax = /(*).

If x is the solution, and x is an initial guess to the solution, the authors

then wish to solve for the error

(2) Ax = x — x

by means of the following expansion :

A (x + Ax) S f(x) + J(x) Ax
or

(3) {A - /(£)] Ax £* f(x) - Ax

where J(x) is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at x.

Equation (3) is a linear equation for Ax which is easily solved and the

solution Ax is then substituted in (2) to yield the next approximation to x.

The process is then repeated until the iteration converges.

As a labor saving device, the authors suggest computing J(x) just once

and using the same matrix. A — J(x) in (3) for all further iterations.

Leon Nemerever
NBSCL

9. Ascher Opler & Robert G. Heitz, "Punched-card calculation of six-

component distillation," Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43,

Nov. 1951, p. 2465-2471.

A procedure is given for the calculation of the plate composition of

six-component continuous distillation in thermal balance. The equations

resulting from the conditions of material balance and heat balance are

solved by trial and error. The computations were made with the IBM 602A

Calculating Punch.
M. Abramowitz

NBSCL

10. Arthur Rose, R. Curtis Johnson, & Theodore J. Williams, "Step-
wise plate-to-plate computation of batch distillation curves," Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov. 1951, p. 2459-2464.

The application of the IBM Card-Programmed Calculator to the pre-

diction of distillation operations is discussed. The problem is discussed for

the case of non-ideal conditions such as carrying relative volatility, non-

adiabaticity, varying plate holdup, beating effects, and condenser holdup.

Comparison of the computed results with experiment is also made.

M. Abramowitz

11. Arthur Rose, R. J. Lombardo, & Theodore J. Williams, "Selective
adsorption computations with digital computers," Industrial and Engi-

neering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov. 1951, p. 2454-2459.

The authors discuss the approximate solution of the problem of adsorp-

tion in liquids by considering the relations obtained from conditions of
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successive material balance in different types of mixtures. The resulting

system of equations is solved recursively on the IBM Card-Programmed

Calculator using a general purpose board.
M. Abramowitz

12. Arthur Rose, Theodore J. Williams, & Harry A. Kahn, "Digital
computers for trial and error calculations of distillation design," Indus-

trial and Engineering Chemistry, v. 43, Nov. 1951, p. 2502-2506.

This paper discusses the application of the IBM Card-Programmed

Calculator to distillation problems involving trial and error techniques for

solution. Assuming certain basic conditions for the distillation, the authors

determine the remaining product compositions employing the relations for

material balance. A description of the machine procedure is given in some

detail, and the results are described for the determination of the reflex ratio

under the assumption of constant relative volatility. The extensions to

non-constant relative volatility and nonadiabatic operation are also dis-

cussed.

M. Abramowitz

News

Joint AIEE-IRE Computer Conference Committee.—This committee, with the par-

ticipation of the Association for Computing Machinery, held a meeting in Philadelphia on

December 10, 11, and 12, 1951. Some 900 persons attended the meeting. The program

of the conference was the following:

Monday, December 10

Morning Session

Keynote Address

The UNIVAC System

Performance of the Census UNIVAC Sys-

tem

Afternoon Session

The Burroughs Laboratory Computer

Inspection Trips

Evening Session

The Significance of Electronic Computers

to Science and Management

J. G. Brainerd, Moore School of Engineer-

ing, University of Pennsylvania, Chair-

man

W. H. MacWilliams, Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories

J. P. Eckert, Jr., J. R. Weiner, H. F.
Welsh, and H. F. Mitchell, Jr., Eckert-

Mauchly Computer Corporation, Division

of Remington-Rand, Inc.

J. L. McPherson, Bureau of the Census,

and S. N. Alexander', National Bureau

of Standards

I. Travis, Burroughs Adding Machine Com-

pany, Chairman

G. R. Hoberg, Burroughs Adding Machine

Company

Eckert-Mauchly Division of Remington-

Rand, Technitrol Engineering Company,

Burroughs Research Division, and Moore

School of Electrical Engineering

H. E. Tompkins, Burroughs Adding Ma-

chine Company, Chairman

S. N. Alexander, National Bureau of

Standards
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Tuesday, December 11

Morning Session

IBM Card-Programmed Calculator

The ORDVAC

Afternoon Session

The ERA 1101 Computer

The Operation of the Mark III Calculator

The University of Manchester Computing

Machine

C. V. L. Smith, Office of Naval Research,

Chairman

J. W. Sheldon and L. Tatum, International

Business Machines Corporation

R. E. Meagher and J. P. Nash, University

of Illinois

Dr. Mina Rees, Office of Naval Research,

Chairman

F. C. Mullaney, Engineering Research

Associates

G. E. Poorte, U. S. Naval Proving Grounds,

Dahlgren, Virginia

T. Kilburn, University of Manchester,

England, and B. W. Pollard, Ferranti,

Ltd.

Wednesday, December 12

Morning Session

Whirlwind I Computer

The EDSAC Computer

The National Bureau of Standards Eastern

Automatic Computer (SEAC)

Afternoon Session

The Transistor as a Computer Component

Summary and Forecast

J. M. Coombs, Engineering Research Asso-

ciates, Chairman

R. R. Everett and N. H. Taylor, Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology

M. V. Wilkes, University of Cambridge,

England
S. N. Alexander and R. J. Slutz, National

Bureau of Standards

A. E. Samuel, International Business Ma-

chines Corp., Chairman

J. Felker, Bell Telephone Laboratories

J. W. Forrester, Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

Centre International de Calcul Mécanique.—At a conference held in Paris in Novem-

ber, 1951, the UNESCO voted to establish the Centre in Rome, Italy. This choice was

influenced, no doubt, by the fact that Rome is the seat of the Istituto Nazionale per le

Applicazioni del Calcólo, headed by M. Picone. A quarter of a century ago, Professor

Picone established the Istituto di Calcólo in Naples. In 1932 it was moved to Rome, under

its present name, and is located in the same building as the Italian National Council of

Research. This building will be considerably enlarged to accommodate the Centre. It will

contain at least one high-speed electronic calculating machine and will be staffed by spe-

cialists recruited from all participating nations. The Centre's yearly expenditure is expected

to be around $130,000, which will be met by all the participating nations (about 20 in

number) as well as by the Centre's earnings from services rendered to private organizations

in any country requesting them. On the other hand, these services will be available without

charge to government scientists of the nations.

A number of Italian scholars are already in the United States engaged in an extensive

survey of electronic computation techniques and the engineering principles involved in the

construction of high-speed calculators. Drs. Dino Dainelli and Enzo Aparo, members

of Professor Picone's Istituto, have been at the NBSCL for the past three months and have

computed several important mathematical functions on the SEAC. They are planning

an extended stay at the Harvard Computation Laboratory also, where they will join

Guilio Rodiño. The latter, an electronic engineer, replaced his colleague, Michèle Canepa,

who returned to Italy after a year's study of Harvard's high-speed computers.

The first post as American observer at the Centre is held by Dr. Herman Goldstine

of the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton University.
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UNIVAC Acceptance Tests.—On February 4-5, 1952, the second UNIVAC, con-
structed by the Eckert-Mauchly Division of Remington Rand under NBS contract for the

Office of the Air Comptroller, USAF, passed a magnetic tape reading and writing test which

was the final test for its acceptance. The machine is now being moved from the factory in

Philadelphia to the Pentagon Building in Washington, D. C, where its primary activity

will be computing logistic programs.

In this test UNIVAC read over 142 million decimal digits from magnetic tapes and

wrote over 85 million on tapes in eight hours net running time and two hours down time.

It ran without error or stoppage through 23 out of 32 fifteen-minute test units. In the other

9 test units automatic checking circuits stopped the machine for 15 tape reading errors,

for two malfunctions of tape driving mechanisms, for two tape defects, and for one tube

failure in the computer. No errors escaped the automatic checking circuits.

The same general test of computational ability that was given the first UNIVAC

was also given to this machine. (See MTAC, v. 5, p. 176-7.) During the 19 twenty-minute

test units, the only malfunctions were three tape reading errors which were detected by

automatic checking circuits.

The test of the Uniprinter required it to read from magnetic tape and to type 144,000

characters among which occurred every typewriter symbol. This took four hours and

fifty-four minutes running time plus nineteen minutes down time. Checking circuits stopped

the printer six times, apparently because it picked up spurious pulses in the spaces between

blocks of data on the tape. No errors were found in the copy.

The Unityper test required 54,000 characters of instruction codes to be typed onto

magnetic tapes and these to be readable by UNIVAC and by Uniprinter. Net typing time

was 3i hours. UNIVAC read all the tapes correctly, but Unityper omitted characters at

three points because tape slippage on Unityper had caused them to be recorded too closely

together.

In the Bureau of the Census's year of experience with the first UNIVAC the computer

has been remarkably reliable except for rather frequent tape reading error; therefore the

tape reading and writing test for the second UNIVAC was revised to require nearly five

times as much reading. For this reason the similarity in performance of the first and second

UNIVACS in their tests really indicate noteworthy improvement in this respect.
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Bibliography Z-XIX

13. Anon., "Aircraft and flight-control-system analog," Instruments, v. 23,

1950, p. 568, 570.

A description with three pictures of the M. I. T. Flight Simulator con-

structed under the supervision of A. C. Hall. This device consists of a

continuous computer and a three gimbal flight table positioned by hydraulic

servos.
F. J. M.

14. Anon., "Analog computer," Instruments, v. 24, 1951, p. 772, one photo-

graph.

This article describes a differential analyzer suitable for solving systems

of differential equations with constant coefficients constructed for M. I. T.

by a Boston firm. The device is electrical, set up by means of patch cords,

and can handle six equations in six unknowns. It "is not a commercial

product."
F. J. M.


